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 A Family of Inequalities for Intersecting Antichain of Subsets of an
 n -set
 C H A N G Y U W A N G  A N D H U I S H A N Z H O U
 There are two seemingly unrelated inequalities for the intersecting antichain of subsets of an
 n -element set . One was obtained by Bolloba ´  s in 1973 and the other was obtained by Greene ,
 Katona and Kleitman in 1976 . By introducing a new family of non-negative real valued set
 functions and applying cyclic permutation approach , a family of more general inequalities is
 obtained . The left-hand sides of the inequalities of Bolloba ´  s and Greene  et al .  are just the two
 extreme values of a linear function which appears in the left-hand side of one of our special
 family of inequalities . Furthermore , some new inequalities are provided .
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 1 .  I NTRODUCTION
 In 1928 , Sperner published a simple theorem which had repercussions far beyond his
 wildest dreams , although nobody expected its significance in the early years after its
 publication . Sperner’s theorem asserts that if you want to find as many subsets of an
 n -element set as possible , subject to the condition that no subset is contained
 in another , then you cannot do better than to choose all the subsets of size
   n 2    .  This theorem has been generalized to such an extent that it has given rise to a
 whole branch of the theory on the class of subsets of a finite set , called Sperner theory .
 For an elegant exposition of this field see the books [1] [4] , and the paper [2] .
 There are two important inequalities in this field . One was obtained by B . Bolloba ´  s
 [3] in 1973 , with the condition that the size of subsets is not greater than half  n ,  which
 is the generalization of another important theorem called the Erdo ¨  s – Ko – Rado
 theorem [5 , 7] . The other was obtained by Greene , Katona and Kleitman [6] in 1976 ,
 without restrictions on the size of subsets .
 Let  S  be a set of  n  elements and  a  a collection of subsets of  S .  a  is called an  antichain
 if  A  Ô u  B  for any two members  A ,  B  P  a .  a  is called an  intersecting family  if  A  >  B  ?  [
 for any two members  A ,  B  P  a .  a  is called an  intersecting antichain  if  a  is both an
 antichain and an intersecting family .
 Bolloba ´  s’ inequality states that [3]
 O
 A P a
 1
 S  n  2  1 u A u  2  1 D
 <  1  (1)
 holds for an intersecting antichain  a  with constraints  u A u  <  1 – 2 n  for any  A  P  a .
 Greene  et al ’s inequality states that [6]
 O
 A P a
 u A u < 1 – 2 n
 1
 S  n u A u  2  1 D
 1  O
 A P a
 u A u . 1 – 2 n
 1
 S  n u A u D
 <  1  (2)
 holds for an intersecting antichain  a .
 The Erdo ¨  s – Ko – Rado theorem [5] states the following :
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 Let  h A 1  ,  A 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  A m j  be an intersecting antichain . Suppose also that there is a number
 k  <  n  / 2  such that  u A i u  <  k for each i . Then m  <  ( n  2  1 k  2  1 ) .
 Obviously , the Erdo ¨  s – Ko – Rado theorem is generalized to the Bolloba ´  s inequality .
 The two inequalities (1) and (2) appear to be similar , but neither implies the other ,
 since (2) cannot become (1) when  h A :  A  P  a ,  u A u  .  1 – 2 n j  5  [ .
 By introducing a family of non-negative real-valued set functions defined on all
 subsets of an  n -element set and a family of pairs of subsets of an  n -element set , we are
 able to give a broad family of inequalities and to illuminate the profound connections
 between these two inequalites ; i . e . the left-hand sides of the inequalities of Bolloba ´  s
 and Greene  et al .  are just the two extreme values of a linear function which appears on
 the left-hand side of one of our special families of inequalities . The LYM inequality ,
 named after Lubell [8] , Yamamoto [10] and Meschalkin [9] , is also one of our special
 cases . Furthermore , some new results on intersecting antichains are derived from our
 family of inequalities .
 2 .  M AIN T HEOREM
 We first introduce a non-negative real-valued function  f  defined on  p ( S ) ,  where  p ( S )
 is the collection of all subsets of an  n -element set  S ,  satisfying the following three
 conditions :
 (2 . 1)  for any  A ,  B  P  p ( S ) ,  2  <  u A u  <  1 – 2 n  and  1 – 2 n  ,  u B u ,
 f  ( B )  <  f  ( A ) ;
 (2 . 2)  for any  n  subsets  A 1  ,  A 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  A n  of  S  with  u A i u  .  1 – 2 n ,
 O n
 i 5 1
 f  ( A i )  <  n ;
 (2 . 3)  for any  k ,  2  <  k  <  1 – 2 n ,  and for any  k  subsets  A 1 1  ,  A 1 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  A 1 k  of  S  with
 k  <  u A 1 i u  <  1 – 2 n  ( i  5  1 ,  .  .  .  ,  k ) ,  any  k  2  1 subsets  A 2 1  ,  A 2 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  A 2 k 2 1 of  S  with  u A 2 i u  .  1 – 2 n
 ( i  5  1 ,  .  .  .  ,  k  2  1) ,
 O k
 i 5 1
 f  ( A 1 i )  1  O k 2 1
 i 5 1
 f  ( A 2 i )  <  n .
 We call the family of pairs of subsets of  S
 (2 . 4)  a B  5  h ( A i  ,  B i )  3  A i  Ô  S ,  B i  Ô  S ,  i  P  Ω j
 the  pair - intersecting family  if the following two conditions are satisfied :
 (2 . 5)  A i  >  A j  ?  [  for any  i ,  j  P  Ω ;
 (2 . 6)  A i  >  B j  5  [  if f  i  5  j .
 We can now have our main theorem .
 T HEOREM .  Let f be a non - negati y  e real - y  alued function defined on  p ( S ) , satisfying
 conditions  (2 . 1) ,  (2 . 2)  and  (2 . 3) . Let  a B be a pair - intersecting family . Then
 O
 ( A ,B ) P a B
 f  ( A )
 S u A u  1  u B u u A u  D S  n u A u  1  u B u D
 <  1 .
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 We shall prove the theorem by cyclic permutation approach . Consider a cyclic
 permutation  a  of  n  elements of  S  and a disjoint pair ( A ,  B ) of subsets of  S .  We say
 that  a  contains  ( A ,  B ) if all the elements of  A  occur consecutively in  a  ,  all the elements
 of  B  occur consecutively in  a  and the occurrence of  B  is right after  A .  For example ,
 a  5  (72145368)  is a cyclic permutation of  S  5  h 1 ,  2 ,  .  .  .  ,  8 j .  If  A  5  h 1 ,  2 ,  4 j  and
 B  5  h 3 ,  5 ,  6 ,  8 j ,  then  a  contains ( A ,  B ) by our definition .
 L EMMA .  Let  a  by a cyclic permutation of S , and let  a B be a pair - intersecting family of
 S . Assume that  a  contains a pair of subsets  ( A r  ,  B r )  P  a B . Then :
 (1)  a  contains at most  u A r u  1  min h u B r u ,  u A r u  2  1 j  pairs of subsets of  a B :
 (2)  a  contains at most  u A r u  pairs of subsets  ( A i  ,  B i )  P  a B with  u A i u  <  1 – 2 n .
 P ROOF .  Let  a  contain ( A r  ,  B r )  P  a B  ,  u A r u  5  k  and  u B r u  5  m .  Without loss of genera-
 lity , let  a  have consecutive elements  x 1  ,  x 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  x k  ,  .  .  .  ,  x k 1 m  ,  .  .  .  ,  x n  with  A r  5
 h x 1  ,  x 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  x k j  and  B r  5  h x k 1 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  x k 1 m j .  By the condition (2 . 5) and (2 . 6) of  a B  ,
 a  5  h A i  3  i  P  Ω j  is an intersecting antichain and  b  5  h B i  3  i  P  Ω j  is an antichain .
 (1)  If  a  contains some other ( A i  ,  B i )  P  a B  ( i  ?  r ) ,  then  A i  must either start with one
 of  x 2  ,  x 3  ,  .  .  .  ,  x k  or end with one of  x 1  ,  x 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  x k 2 1  ,  by the intersecting property of  a .
 For any two pairs ( A i  ,  B i ) ,  ( A j  ,  B j )  P  a B  contained in  a  , A i  and  A j  will neither begin
 with the same element of  a  ,  nor end with the same element of  a  ,  by the antichain
 property of  a . Therefore  a  contains at most 1  1  k  2  1  1  k  2  1  5  2 k  2  1 pairs of subsets
 of  a B .  On the other hand , there is no ( A i  ,  B i )  P  a B  for which  A i  starts with one of
 x k 1 m 1 1 ,  .  .  .  ,  x n  ,  by conditions (2 . 5) and (2 . 6) . Hence  a  contains at most  k  1  m  pairs of
 subsets of  a B .  Thus  a  contains at most  k  1  t  pairs of subsets of  a B  ,  where
 t  5  min h m ,  k  2  1 j .
 (2)  This is trivial if  a  contains at most  k  pairs of subsets of  a B .  Now suppose that  a
 contains  k  1  s  (0  ,  s  <  t ) pairs of subsets ( A i  ,  B i )  P  a B  ,  which include the original one
 ( A r  ,  B r )  which starts with  x 1  .  Suppose further that there are  k  2  u  (0  <  u  <  min h k ,  m  2
 s j )  pairs of subsets starting with the elements of  A r  and  s  1  u  pairs of subsets starting
 with the elements of  B r .  Then there are  u  elements of  A r  ,  say  x i 1  ,  x i 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  x i u  ,  which are
 not the starting elements of pairs of subsets of  a B .  For the  s  1  u  pairs of subsets starting
 with the elements of  B r  ,  their  A i  must end with some elements of  A r  .  Among these
 s  1  u  pairs of subsets ,  A i  of at most  u  pairs can end with  x i 1 2 1 ,  .  .  .  ,  x i u 2 1 ; hence  A i  of at
 least  s  pairs must end with  x j 2 1  , j  ¸  h i 1  ,  i 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  i u j  (  j  ¸  h i 1  ,  i 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  i u j  means that  x j  is
 the starting element of some ( A i  ,  B i )  P  a B ) .  Let  A u  of ( A u  ,  B u )  P  a B  end with  x j 2 1 and
 ( A y  ,  B y  )  P  a B  start with  x j  ; then at least one of  u A u u  and  u A y  u  must  .  1 – 2 n ,  since
 A u  >  A y  ?  [ .  Therefore among the  k  1  s  pairs of subsets ( A i  ,  B i )  P  a B  contained in  a  ,
 at least  s  pairs of ( A i  ,  B i ) satisfy  u A i u  .  1 – 2 n ,  i . e . at most  k  pairs of ( A i  ,  B i ) satisfy
 u A i u  <  1 – 2 n .  h
 P ROOF OF THE  T HEOREM .  For each cyclic permutation  a  and each pair of subsets
 ( A i  ,  B i )  P  a B  ,  define
 F  ( a  ,  ( A i  ,  B i ))  5 H f  ( A i ) 0  if  a  contains  ( A i  ,  B i ) , otherwise .
 We count  o i , a  F  ( a  ,  ( A i  ,  B i )) in two dif ferent ways , where  i  runs over the index set  Ω  of
 a B  and  a  runs over all the cyclic permutations of  S .
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 On one hand , we have
 O
 i , a
 F  ( a  ,  ( A i  ,  B i ))  5 O
 i
 O
 a
 a  contains  ( A i ,  B i )
 f  ( A i )
 5 O
 i
 f  ( A i )  O
 a
 a  contains  ( A i ,  B i )
 1
 5 O
 i
 f  ( A i )  u A i u !  u B i u !  ( n  2  u A i u  2  u B i u )!
 5  n !  O
 ( A ,B ) P a B
 f  ( A )
 S u A u  1  u B u u A u  D S  n u A u  1  u B u D
 .  (3)
 On the other hand , we have
 O
 i , a
 F  ( a  ,  ( A i  ,  B i ))  5 O
 a
 O
 i
 ( A i ,B i )  is  in  a
 f  ( A i ) .
 If we can prove that
 O
 i
 ( A i ,B i )  is  in  a
 f  ( A i )  <  n ,  (4)
 then
 O
 i , a
 F  ( a  ,  ( A i  ,  B i ))  < O
 a
 n  5  ( n  2  1)!  n  5  n ! .  (5)
 Thus we can finish the proof of our theorem by combining (3) and (5) .
 If there is no ( A i  ,  B i )  P  a B  in  a  with  u A i u  <  1 – 2 n  for some  a  ,  then by (2 . 2) we have (4) ,
 since  a  contains at most  n  pairs of subsets ( A i  ,  B i )  P  a B .  Next , suppose that  a  contains
 some ( A r  ,  B r )  P  a B  ,  where  k  5  u A r u  <  1 – 2 n .  Obviously ,  k  ?  1 ,  since  a  5  h A i  3  i  P  Ω j  is an
 intersecting antichain . For this fixed  a  ,  let  k  5  min h u A i u  a  contains ( A i  ,  B i ) j .  Then by
 the lemma ,  a  contains at most  k  1  t  pairs of subsets of  a B  ( t  5  min h u B r u ,  u A r u  2  1 j  <
 k  2  1) ,  among which at most  k  pairs of subsets ( A i  ,  B i )  P  a B  have  u A i u  <  1 – 2 n .  Thus , by
 (2 . 1) and (2 . 3) , we again have (4) . Details are given according to the following two
 cases .
 Case  1 .  The cyclic permutation  a  contains at most  k  pairs of subsets of  a B .  Let
 I 0  5  h i  P  Ω  3  a  contains  ( A i  ,  B i )  P  a B j ,
 I  5  h i  P  Ω  3  a  contains  ( A i  ,  B i )  P  a B  ,  u A i u  <  1 – 2 n j ,
 and
 J  5  h i  P  Ω  3  a  contains  ( A i  ,  B i )  P  a B  ,  u A i u  .  1 – 2 n j .
 Then  u I u  <  u I 0 u  <  k .  Since  k  <  u A i u  <  1 – 2 n  for  i  P  I ,  and  u J u  <  u I 0 u  2  1  <  k  2  1 ,  we have , by
 (2 . 3) , that
 O
 i
 ( A i ,B i )  is  in  a
 f  ( A i )  5 O
 i P I
 f  ( A i )  1  O
 i P J
 f  ( A i )  <  n .
 Case  2 .  The cyclic permutation  a  contains  k  1  s  (0  ,  s  <  t  <  k  2  1) pairs of subsets
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 of  a B .  By the lemma ,  a  contains at most  k  pairs of subsets ( A i  ,  B i )  P  a B  with  u A i u  <  1 – 2 n
 and hence at least  s  pairs of subsets ( A i  ,  B i )  P  a B  with  u A i u  .  1 – 2 n .  Let
 I 0  5  h i  P  Ω  3  a  contains  ( A i  ,  B i )  P  a B j ,
 I 1  5  h i  P  Ω  3  a  contains  ( A i  ,  B i )  P  a B  ,  u A i u  <  1 – 2 n j
 and
 I 2  5  I 0  2  I 1 .
 If  u I 2 u  <  k  2  1 ,  then take  J  5  I 2  , I  5  I 1 ; if  u I 2 u  .  k  2  1 ,  then take  J  Ô  I 2  ,  u J u  5  k  2  1 and let
 I 3  5  h w ( i )  3  for  i  P  I 2  2  J ,  take  A w ( i )  Ô  S  not  necessarily  in  a ,  satisfying
 k  <  u A w ( i ) u  <  1 – 2 n ,  w ( i )  ¸  I 1 j .
 Obviously ,  f  ( A i )  <  d ( A w ( i ) ) for  i  P  I 2  2  J  by (2 . 1) . Let
 I  5  I 1  <  I 3 .
 Then  u I u  5  u I 1  <  I 3 u  5  u I 0 u  2  u J u  5  k  1  s  2  ( k  2  1)  5  s  1  1  <  k .  We have
 O
 i
 ( A i ,B i )  is  in  a
 f  ( A i )  5  O
 i 5 I 1
 f  ( A i )  1  O
 i P I 2
 f  ( A i )
 < O
 i P I
 f  ( A i )  1  O
 i P J
 f  ( A i )  <  n  (by  (2 . 3)) .  h
 If  f  ( ? )  5  1 is a constant set function , then we obtain an inequality for a pair-
 intersecting family  a B  as follows :
 O
 ( A ,B ) P a B
 1
 S u A u  1  u B u u A u  D S  n u A u  1  u B u D
 <  1 .
 If  B  5  S  \  A  for each pair ( A ,  B )  P  a B  and  a  is an intersecting antichain , then
 O
 A P a
 f  ( A )
 S  n u A u D
 <  1 .
 holds for any non-negative real-valued set function  f  on  p ( S ) satisfying (2 . 1) , (2 . 2) and
 (2 . 3) .
 If both  f  ( ? )  5  1 and  a  is an intersecting antichain , then
 O
 A P a
 1
 S  n u A u D
 <  1 ,
 which is called LYM inequality after Lubell [5] , Yamamoto [7] and Meschalkin [6] .
 Constructing a non-negative real-valued set function  f  satisfying (2 . 1) , (2 . 2) and (2 . 3)
 and a pair-intersecting family  a B  ,  both of which are non-trivial , is not an easy job . We
 shall construct one from which we derive a ‘simple’ family of inequalities—the
 left-hand side is a linear function of some parameter . Two important inequalities
 mentioned at the beginning become special cases of our result .
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 Define a non-negative real-valued set function  f  on  p ( S ) as follows :
 f  ( A )  5 5  n  2  τ  ( u A u  2  1) u A u  if  u A u  <  1 – 2 n ,
 if  u A u  .  1 – 2 n , τ
 where the parameter  τ  P  [0 ,  1] .
 Obviously ,  f  ( A ) satisfies conditions (2 . 1) and (2 . 2) . Now since  f  ( A ) is a non-
 increasing function about  u A u ,  for any  k  with 2  <  k  <  1 – 2 n ,  any index set  I  with  u I u  5  k ,
 k  <  u A i u  <  1 – 2 n  ( i  P  I ) ,  any index set  J  with  u J u  5  k  2  1 ,  u A j u  .  1 – 2 n  (  j  P  J ) ,  we have
 O
 i P I
 f  ( A i )  1  O
 i P J
 f  ( A i )  < O
 i P I
 n  2  τ  ( k  2  1)
 k
 1  ( k  2  1) τ
 5  n  2  τ  ( k  2  1)  1  τ  ( k  2  1)  5  n .
 Hence  f  ( A ) satisfies conditions (2 . 3) . Therefore we have the following corollary .
 C OROLLARY .  Let  a  be an intersecting antichain of subsets of an n - set S . Then
 O
 A P a
 u A u < 1 – 2 n
 n  2  τ  ( u A u  2  1)
 u A u  S  n u A u D
 1  O
 A P a
 u A u . 1 – 2 n
 τ
 S  n u A u D
 <  1
 holds for any  τ  P  [0 ,  1] .
 P ROOF .  Let  B i  5  S  \  A i  and apply our theorem .  h
 The left-hand side of the inequality in this corollary is a linear function of the
 parameter  τ .  Let
 L ( τ  )  5  O
 A P a
 u A u < 1 – 2 n
 n  2  τ  ( u A u  2  1)
 u A u  S  n u A u D
 1  O
 A P a
 u A u . 1 – 2 n
 τ
 S  n u A u D
 .
 It is easy to check that
 L (0)  5  O
 A P a
 u A u < 1 – 2 n
 1
 S  n  2  1 u A u  2  1 D
 and that
 L (1)  5  O
 A P a
 u A u < 1 – 2 n
 1
 S  n u A u  2  1 D
 1  O
 A P a
 u A u . 1 – 2 n
 1
 S  n u A u D
 .
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 The inequality in this corollary will become the inequalities (1) and (2) when  L ( τ  ) is
 replaced by  L (0) and  L (1) respectively .
 We may have infinitely many inequalities by setting values for the parameter  τ .  We
 shall illustrate another two interesting examples here . Let  τ  5  1 / ( n  / 2  2  1) for  n  >  4 .
 Then
 L ( τ  )  5  O
 A P a
 u A u < 1 – 2 n
 n  2  τ  ( u A u  2  1)
 u A u  S  n u A u D
 1  O
 A P a
 u A u . 1 – 2 n
 τ
 S  n u A u D
 5  O
 A P a
 u A u < 1 – 2 n
 n  2
 u A u  2  1
 n  / 2  2  1
 u A u  S  n u A u D
 1  O
 A P a
 u A u . 1 – 2 n
 2
 ( n  2  2) S  n u A u D
 >  O
 A P a
 u A u < 1 – 2 n
 n  2  1
 u A u  S  n u A u D
 1  O
 A P a
 u A u . 1 – 2 n
 2
 ( n  2  2) S  n u A u D
 .
 Therefore we have
 O
 A P a
 u A u < 1 – 2 n
 n  2  1
 u A u  S  n u A u D
 1  O
 A P a
 u A u . 1 – 2 n
 2
 ( n  2  2) S  n u A u D
 <  1
 for an intersecting antichain  a . Let  τ  5  2 / n .  Then
 O
 A P a
 u A u < 1 – 2 n
 n 2  2  2( u A u  2  1)
 n  u A u  S  n u A u D
 1  O
 A P a
 u A u . 1 – 2 n
 1
 u A u  S  n u A u D
 <  1
 holds for an intersecting antichain  a .
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